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Cobb from Clover buys flowers for some lucky 
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Senate votes for finals 
SGA election set for Wednesday 
By LYNN REICHERT 
TJ news editor 
Student elections for SGA 
president, vice-president, class 
officeis, and many SGA offi-
cers will be held Wednesday 
from 9 ajn. to 6 p,m. 
Tammy Grimes, DSU presi-
dent, said chairpersons for DSU 
committees will be appointed 
this year instead of c-lected by 
the student body.. 
"The reason behind this is 
because in the past two years, 
we have reappointed 12 of the 
16 chairpecons," Grimes said. 
"We haven't impeached any 
one. They've all resigned." 
The chairpersons said they 
didn't have the time, were not 
interested, or were falling be-
hind in their studies. 
Both students running for 
SGA president transferred to 
Wmthrop last semester. 
Ed Branson and J.L. Hucka-
bee both feel that more student 
involvement is a must. 
Branson, a senator for a year 
at Kennesaw College in Geor-
gia, said, "I know I can ran an 
efficient SGA." 
Huckabee, a Rock Hill resi-
dent, said he wants to inform 
students more about decisions 
made by the Board of Trustees. 
Huckabee feels the attendance 
policy will be a big issue. 
David Bennett, Robin El-
well, Mac Mclntyre and Dan 
Seymour are competing for SGA 
vice-president. 
Bennett, a junior majoring in 
marketing, has not had previous 
experience with SGA. 
He hopes to get student in-
put in SGA and Senate by qurs-
tioniers and surveys taken at '.he 
beginning and end of the semes-
ters. 
"This is so ~<e can wcrk for 
the true needs and interests of 
the students," he said. 
Elwell, who has served in 
Senate for two years, feels Sen-
ate should have a stronger 
rapport with faculty and admin-
istration. 
She is interested in publish-
ing a pamphlet describing all the 
organizations on campus to 
make students aware of their 
options. 
Mclr.tyie, & sophomore busi-
ness major, was SGA vice-
president at Midlands Tech. 
"I want to leam more about 
SGA and how it works here," 
Mclntyre said. "I want to get 
students aware that SGA works 
for them." 
Seymour, a senator, has 
served as co-chairman and chair-
man of campus review. He 
would like to see more represen-
tation of the total student pop-
ulation in Senate. 
He feels students should 
know ahead of time the issues 
coming up in Senate. 
Kathy Wiebel and Daryl Jen-
kins are running for DSU presi-
dent. 
Crystal Jenkins and Una 
Spearman are competing for 
DSU vice-president. 
Students in Phelps, Lee Wick-
er, Thomson, Richardson and 
Wofford will vote Wednesday in 
their dorms. 
Bancroft, Margaret Nance and 
Bancroft Annex residents vote in 
Bancroft lobby. 
(Continued on page 12) 
fiy LYNN REICHERT 
TJ news editor 
Senate tentatively passed 
Wednesday night a recommenda-
tion to establish a final exams 
week at the end of each semes-
ter. 
The recommendation, sub-
mitted by Senators Lynne 
Guest and Michelle Rohr, will 
be voted on again this week 
after being studied by the Rules 
and Regulations Committee. 
"A whole lot of learning 
takes place in the study for 
exams that wouldn't take place 
it there weren't final exams/' 
Guest said. "The more times 
you recall the material the 
better it (retainment) gets " 
The recommendation states 
final exams would upgrade Win-
throp's academic reputation and 
help students retain the mater-
ial and become more respon-
sible. It also states final exams 
would prepare students for grad-
uate work. 
"I know it couldn't hurt 
Winthrop's reputation," Guest 
said. "Winthrop does have a 
good academic reputation. 
That's true. But filial exams 
would upgrade it even more." 
Charlie LeGrand, SGA vice 
president, said the whole pur-
pose of coming to school is to 
leam. 
"If you don't remember what 
you've learned during the semes-
ter, then you've defeated the 
purpose of coming to school," 
he said. 
LeGrand would not comment 
on how a finals week would up-
grade the college's academic 
reputation or how it would help 
students to become more res-
ponsible people.. 
The recommendation also 
asks the Board of Trustees to 
set' up a three-day study period 
preceding final exams. For ex-
ample, Wednesday, Thursday, 
and Friday wjuld be study days 
for exams beginning the follow-
ing Monday. 
Three years ago, iii 1979, a 
subcommittee of the Academic 
Council, appointed and elected 
faculty. members, renewed the 
last week of classes. 
Dr. Elizabeth King, chairman 
of the committee, said the com-
mittee recommended to Aca-
demic Council that the final 
week of classes remain the 
"Our recommendation to do 
nothing was based on polling 
the faculty and students," King 
said. 
The committee's reports 
stated approximately 197 facul-
ty were poJed concerning their 
feeling with "final week." Of 
those polled, 68 were satisfied 
with final week; 72 were not 
satisfied; 32 abstained and 25 
did not respond. 
King said responses of faculty 
varied considerably as to the 
type of material covered in the 
courses. 
"There's a diversity of mater-
ial, and the needs of the areas 
are quite different," King said. 
The '79 Senate also voted 
against a change in final week. 
They "polled their constituen-
cies and voted 25 in favor of 
the present schedule and five 
opposed," the report said. 
She said Academic Council 
felt it would be difficult to 
schedule final exams that would 
not conflict. "Scheduling a final 
week that would not be horribly 
unfair would be exceedingly 
difficult," King said. 
"Another aspect is that when 
you have an exam week you 
take away from teaching," she 
said. "In some courses you need 
the instruction time. It varies 
from discipline to discipline." 
Carol Anfin, dean of stu-
dents, said if a finals week 
was established, 'It would not 
necessitate adding an extra week 
of classes." 
Rhett Hurst, from Clover, plays the game, Risk. Actually he's 
taking a double risk, living in Richardson and not turning in hfa 
milk crates. (TJ photo) 
Sigh. . . Jessie 
gal. (TJ photo by Tammie Utsey) 
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J.C. Penny interviews 
On Tuesday, J.C. Penney Company, Inc., in Gastonia, 
N.C., will be on campus to interview business adminis-
tration majors for Management Trainees. 
All students who have completed a placement file with 
the Office of Placement and Career Planning are eligible 
to sign-up for the on-campus interview in room 119 A, in 
the Thurmond buildi"2. 
On-campus interviews for camps 
The Office of Placement and Career Planning is having 
on-campus interviews for all students interested in summer 
employment with camps. 
On Thursday, the Clemson University Outdoor Lab wiltt-
interview students for,counselors, waterfront staff, pro-
gram directors, arts and crafts, overnight camping special-
ists and nurses. The camps are Camp Hope, for the mentally 
retarded and Camp Sertoma for the. underprivileged speech 
and hearing impaired. The research lab, on Lake Hartwell is 
five miles from Clemson. 
On Wednesday, March 10, the Congaree Girl Scout 
Council will be on campus to interview for its summer 
carnp staff. The canp is located 25 miles west of Colum-
All interested students should sign up in the Placement 
and Career Planning Office, room 119A, in the Thurmond 
building. ,, 
Club plans Washington D.C. trip 
Political Science Club is sponsoring a bus trip to Wash-
ington, D.C., over spring break, March 14-19. The trip will 
cost $120, payable by Friday. 
The group will tour Washington, Georgetown, and possi-
bly Williamsburg sort Monticello. A free day has been 
planned to tour government agencies, galleries, or the zoo. 
Interested students can contact Gina Ware at 328-2769. 
By MALINDA COOPER 
TJ reporter 
Winthrop Coiiege is expected 
to have more black faculty 
members by 1985, according to 
South Carolina Desegregation 
Plan. 
Winthrop has nine black 
faculty, and the Desegregation. 
Plan states that .they must have 
11 by 1985. The Commission 
on Higher Education coor-
dinated the plan. Dr. Harold 
Tuttle, vice provost, said, "One 
of the primary focuses of the 
plan is to recruit minority facul-
ty. This does not mean Win-
throp will have 11 b'.ack faculty 
by 1985, but it is a goal, and-
Winthrop is actively recruiting 
blacks as they can be found and 
as funding permits." 
The colleges in South Caro-
lina with the highest percen-
tages of black faculty are Francis 
Marion, Lander, and Winthrop. 
Dr. Lessie Reynolds of the 
Affirmative Action Office said, 
"Winthrop probably goes further 
AD Pi installs officers 
The Zeta Tau chapter of Alpha Delta Pi installed 1982 
officers Monday night. The officers are Jennifer Ezzell, 
president; Shelia McCartney, executive vice-president; 
Kathy Bare, vice-president pledge director; Mitzi Craft, 
recording secretary; Lynn Holmes, corresponding secre-
tary; Janet Daniels, treasurer; Carol Flpps, Panhellenic 
delegate; Rhonda McAbee, standards chairman; Paulette 
Blanton, guard; Theresa McAbee, chaplain; Lynn Guest, 
reporter-historian; Kim Bair, rush chairman and Dana Pol-
son, registrator. 
than any other college in the 
state to advertise faculty posi-
tions." The AAO advertises full 
and part-time positions at Win-
throp, using the Chronicle of 
Higher Education, the Black 
Scholar, and other professional 
magazines targeted at profes-
sional, minorities and women; 
also A / 0 advertises in nearby 
newspapers. 
The AAO has made efforts 
to get faculty members and 
chairmen involved in recruiting 
by asking them to call recruiting 
contacts and letting it be known 
that Winthrop welcomes minori-
ties to apply for faculty posi-
tions. 
"Some of the benefits of 
having more black educators 
at WC are to give black stu-
dents black role models and let 
white students have first hand 
experience in seeing blacks in 
roles of leadership," Dr. Rey-
nolds said. 
(Continued on page 3) 
Fdm on intimacy 
"A Question of Intimacy" will be the film shown at the 
Wesley Foundation Tuesday, 6 pjn. A supper will be served 
before the film. 
This film is a sensitive, thought-provoking discussion of 
intimate relationships in this society. 
Social work club to meet 
The Social Work Club will meet Tuesday at 7 pjn. in 
room 220 Dinkins, according to President Deborah Eargle. 
Plans for March, National Social Work month, and pro-
jects will be discussed. New officers will be elected at this 
meeting. All members are asked to be present, Eargle 
said. 
Board has not heard about hazing 
By TERRI DETRICH 
TJ news reporter 
Dan Seymour, new chair-
man of Campus Review Com-
mittee, said that to his know-
ledge, the review board has not 
heard any complaints from stu-
dents regarding hazing this 
semester. 
"As far "as I know hazing 
doesn't really occur during rush 
week. It's after students pledge 
into a fraternity or sorority 
that problems begin," Seymour 
said. He said students wanting 
to file complaints of hazing 
should bring it to the attention 
of SGA, who would then refer it 
to Campus Review Committee. 
Campus Review Committee 
would discuss accusation of 
hazing to determine if the rules 
were being violated, Seymour 
said. 
"The penalties for hazing can 
be serious, Seymour said. "If 
an organization is accused, we 
will talk with them, then we will 
decide upon what action to 
take. Senate would also be 
called on to vote." 
Seymour said the matter 
would be brought before Dean 
Anfin and fines could be 
issued. . 
The definition of hazing that 
is used on Winthrop's campus is 
universally accepted by frater-
nity and sorority national 
offices. 
The policy states that hazing 
can be, "any action taken or 
situation created, intentionally, 
whether on or off campus pre-
mises, to produce mental or 
physical discomfort, embarrass-
ment, harrassment, or ridicule." 
These actions can range from 
paddling, public stunts, late 
work sessions, humiliating games 
and activities, and many more. 
Seymour said the policy covers 
anything imaginable. 
"Hazing is not necessarily 
found in or limited to frater-
nities and sororities. It can be 
in any organization on campus, 
and should be watched out 
for," he said. 
Seymour said complaints 
won't be ignored, find if students 
feel there is hazing going on tc 
please notify his committee. 
He'd also like to remind stu-
dents to be careful. "When you 
get accused of hazing it's almost 
as bad as it actually happening, 
because it gives your organiza-
tion a bad name." 
Seymour would also like to 
remind organizations to be sure 
and follow the hazing policy to 
prevent any problems. 
"All organizations on campus 
must consider, on the whole, 
what the consequences are be-
fore they ask their members to 
do anything questionable. 
More black faculty at Winthrop 
Roberta Wright, business professor, is one of the nine black faculty at Winthrop. She discusses class 
with Ed Elrahal. (TJ photo by Craig Tucker) 
Crystal Wood band at ATS 
The Crystal Wood Eand will be performing at ATS 
today and Tuesday. The shows will begin at 9 p . m . ™ 
Crystal Wood Band will be performing some blues, folk, 
and good-time music. 
Placement office offers workshop 
HDC shows film 
This week's presentation in the Human Development 
Center's February 1982 Film Festival is entitled Produc-
tivity and the Self-Fulfilling Prophecy: The Pygmalion 
Effect. 
The 31 minute film examines the positive and negative 
results of the "self-fulfilling prophecy" in an elementary 
school. 
The film will be shown at 12 pjn., Tuesday, in the 
Conference Room of the HDC. The film is open to the 
public. 
"How Your Placement Service Works" is one of the 
workshops the Office of Placement and Career Planning 
is offering this semester in room 122A, Thurmond building 
(Career library), for all interested students. 
The workshop will offer students suggestions and guide-
lines for securing references, preparing for on-campus in-
terview opportunities, setting up a placement file, informa-
tion on the job referral system and other related services. 
The one-hour workshop will be held Tuesday, from 2-3 
pjn., Wednesday, February 24 from 34 pjn. and Monday, 
March 1 from 2-3 pjn. 
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Speech-hearing evaluations 
Speech and hearing evaluations will be given for those 
students interested in teacher education Monday, Feb. 22 
through Friday, Feb. 26. 
Screenings will be held in Room 117 Johnson between 
10 ajn. and 12 noon and 24 p.m. Appointments will not 
be necessary. 
BSU to travel to NY 
Interested students can go on a mission trip to New 
York with the Baptist Student Union during spring breiK, 
March 13-21. The total cost of the trip will be approii-
matelv $86, of which $35 will be due by Friday, Feb. 26. 
Students will be building shelves and putting in plumb-
ing in the Bronx. ^ , 
Interested students can contact Derta Lucy or BOJ 
Porterfield at 327-1149. 
Outing club plans trips 
The Outing Club has two trips planned for February. 
The first is a rock climbing at Crowders Mountain on Satur-
day. The second is a cave exploration trip in Tennessee on 
Saturday, February 27. The only cost for these trips will 
be food. All Winthrop students are welcome. If interested, 
students can come to the Outing Club meetings held every 
Wednesday afternoon at 5:30 in room 105 Sims. 
Eagle run 
The 1982 Eagle Run will be held Saturday, March 6. 
The run will begin at 11:30 ajn. from Dinkins Student 
Center. Registration forms can be picked up at Dinkins 
Information desk. Any organizations wishing to heip with 
the run can contact Tommy Mattox at ext. 2179. 
Writing proficiency exams 
Two test dates remain for the Writing Proficiency Ex-
amination this semester. They are Saturday, March 6, 
at 11 a.m. and Friday, April 2, at 3:30 pjn. 
Currently enrolled Winthrop students who wish to trans-
fer credit from another institution, for WRI 102 and who 
are not taking WRI 102 this semester must pass the test on 
one of these two dates. Failure to da'so-will result in. the 
student being required to enroll in WRI-102 at next enroll-
ment at Winthrop. 
The examinations will be administered at the Writing 
Center, 318 Kinard. 
Students taking the test should bring with them a pen or 
pencil, a writing proficiency form, and their student iden-
tification card. The Writing Center will supply paper and 
dictionaries." 
Students with questions about the test should contact 
the Office of Registration, 102 Tillman, extention 2194 or 
2195. 
Dorm window shot at 
The window of 248 Margaret Nance was shot at last 
weekend by someone using a BB gun. 
The incident i3 still under investigation by Winthrop 
Security, but it is believed that the two or three pellets 
recovered by officers in the room were fired from the 
adjacent Bancroft dormitory. 
lieutenant Pat Kirkpatrick expressed concern as a 
similar incident a few years ago left one young woman 
injured. 
Kirkpatrick stated that Winthrop rules prohibit the 
keeping of any type of firearms or weapons on campus 
and that these items should be left with the Security 
Department when a student is at the campus-
Any information a student may have involving last 
week's shooting would be appreciated, Kirkpatrick said. 
Archives receive collection 
The Winthrop College Archives and Special Collections 
have received the John Hammond Moore Papers. This 
collection contains the manuscript, author's gallery and 
publisher's galley of Dr. Moore's book, THE FAUST-
BALL TUNNEL. THE FAUSTBALL TUNNEL is the 
story of 25 German prisoners of World War n who es-
caped from the Papago Park, Arizona compound in Decem-
ber 1944. This collection contains photos, slider, corres-
pondence, and the national Archives report relating to their 
escape. 
CoUeees st(M classes again 
C7 
(CPS)—Colleges got back into 
the academic routine weeks late 
following heavy bouts with 
Mother Nature early this semes-
ter. 
From Illinois to Texas to 
California, campuses cancelled 
classes and postponed the be-
ginning of spring term because 
of severe weather that wreaked 
havoc and disaster in many 
parts of the country. Many are 
still feeling the effects Of 
weather-related problems. 
In California, where dozens 
died in floods and mudslides 
caused by torrential rains, the 
University of California at Santa 
Cruz is still rationing water as a 
result of ruptured water mains in 
the area. 
"The weather delayed our 
opening by about six days," 
says campus spokeswoman Joan 
Ward. "The campus itself had no 
significant damage, but we lost 
electrical power and the. water 
shortage in the area affected us 
very seriously. The chancellor 
asked students to leave the area 
if they possibly could to avoid 
depleting the water supply." 
Only about 500 out of 6700 
students remained on campus 
during the water shortage, Ward 
says, and campus water 
consumption was cut from 400,-
000 to 160,000 gallons per day. 
"We were even eating off of 
paper plates to conserve water," 
she says. "Everyone was very 
cooperative," 
San Francisco State, the Col-
lege of Marin, UC-Davis, and 
Berkeley also experienced water 
shortages and flooded buildings 
from the downpour. Kay-yu 
Hsu, a professor at San Fran-
cisco State, was killed when his 
home in Marin county was 
crushed by a mudslide. 
But the West Coast wasn't 
the only area of the country 
assaulted by foul weather. 
Northeastern schools were be-
sieged by record low tempera-
tures and snow storms, forcing 
many colleges to shut down for 
days at a time . 
In the Midwest, the Univer-
sity of Illinois at Champaign-
Urbana cancelled classes for sev-
eral days to save students from 
blizzard conditions and wind-
chill temperatures as low as 80 
degrees below zero. Snow remo-
val equipment couldn't keep up 
with, record snow falls, and uni-
versity maintenance crews were 
kept busy around the clock re-
pairing frozen and broken pipes. 
A University of Wisconsin at 
Madison experimental green-
house was. destroyed when pipes 
exploded and shattered the walls 
and roof. 
Colleges throughout Illinois, 
Wisconsin, Michigan, and New 
York suffered similar problems. 
A week after the worst 
weather seemed to ease in other 
areas, a vicious blizzard forced 
closure of the University of 
Minnesota for two days. 
(Continued on page 6) 
More black faculty at WC 
(Continued from page 2) 
Winthrop does not hire 
minorities for tokenism. The 
AAO must document every 
applicant for a position and re-
view reasons why the applicant 
was accepted or rejected. This is 
a standard procedure to make 
sure no discrimination takes 
place. 
Dr. Bessie Moody, assistant 
professor of education said, "I 
do not see the issue as black 
and white, but some of the ad-
vantages I have had at Winthrop 
were being able to complete .my 
doctorate at- USC and work 
with a variety of students at 
Winthrop," 
Tuttle sad, "Winthrop is also 
hoping to increase the number 
of black faculty and adminis-
trators by offering qualified 
existing black employees the 
opportunity of pursuing ad-
vanced degrees. Currently two 
employees are participating in 
this program, and we hope it 
can be expanded as desegrega-
tion funding permits." 
Dr. Reynolds said, "I want 
to emphasize that we do not 
hire for tokenism, but for the 
top quality education black pro-
fessors provide." 
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More jobs, shopping 
Moving Winthrop students' Christmas holidays back a 
week will increase students' chances of getting holiday 
jobs and their time to shop and visit before the big day. 
Senators agreed with Lynne Guest's proposal to give 
students two weeks vacation before and after Christmas 
instead of one week before and three weeks after, current 
policy. The recommendation passed second reading re-
cently. 
We agree that the idea is good. Our SGA vice president, 
wee provost, area store managers, and a job service direc-
tor agree, too. 
Guest's recommendation asked that "the academic 
calendar be set back one week." The change would also 
move Winthrop students' summer vacation back a week. 
Employers need more seasonal help before Christmas 
than after. Several store managers in Rock Hill said, all 
other things being equal, they would more likely hire a 
student who could work two weeks before Christmas than 
a student who could work one week before. 
"That would be advantageous," one said. 
By the current calendar, many students can't get work 
the few days before Christmas and end up without a job. 
for three weeks after Christmas, Guest said. 
We agree, as she said, 'It's just much more practical." 
Bill Salmond, area job service director, said another 
week before Christmas would help students, but only if 
they applied early. 
Store operators see a jump in Christmas sales after 
Thanksgiving. Most plan well in advance for holiday help. 
Students likely will not find a job if they wait until 
the end of the fall semester to look. With two weeks before 
Christmas to work, they would have a better chance to land 
a holiday job if they applied early. 
Students would also have more time to shop and visit 
before Christmas, as Guest pointed out. 
"At the end of the full semester, you don't have time to 
prepare for Christmas because of exams," she said. 
The move wouldn't give Winthrop students a jump on 
o(her students. It would just put them on the same starting 
line with many. Schools like Clemson and Furman get out 
two weeks before Christmas. 
"I think it's an excellent idea, and it's worth pursuing," 
Vice Provost Skip Tuttle said. 
He noted some summer hurdles the recommendation 
wotJd have to jump. Conflicts in these areas might have to 
be worked'oufcu- 'JS " ; ' j 
School teachers depend on summer school for recertifi-
cation. Bands and basketb?U teams use-Winthrop facilities 
at camps. Epicure's employees have work schedules in their 
contracts, and machines in the cafeteria are overhauled. 
Faculty members use facilities elsewhere for research. 
Hopefully, any conflicts can be ironed out so students 
have the best chances for jobs in these times of budget 
cuts, financial aid cuts, and wide-spread unemployment. 
Tim Hartis 
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Litter contrasts trees 
By DAVID SILLA 
TJ contributing editor 
The Winthrop campus is 
beautiful. Magnolia trees, South-
em pines, carefully manicured 
grounds, and an old fashioned 
flavor over the majority of the 
campus make it one of the 
more pleasant places I've ever 
lived. But unfortunately, for the 
nearly two years I've been at-
tending classes here, vandalism 
and litter have been just as pre-
valent. We're constantly ex-
posed to destruction in one form 
or another. 
So far this semester vandal-
ism 'seems to be on the decfinc 
from last fall, but I can't help 
thinking that it's bound to 
show up again before we ad-
vance much further into the 
term. 
Last semester, Richardson 
suffered its usual wave of child-
ish havoc. Normally sedate 
Thomson became subject to 
vending machine banditos, and 
the one that really took the 
blue ribbon; some senseless, 
attention seeking wretch saw 
fit to viciously deface the Till-
man dock, a college symbol 
since 1894. He probably believes 
to this day that he should be 
praised for his cunning, but in 
truth he's no more than a crim-
inal and should be serving a 
jail sentence or paying a fine. 
Litter Is everywhere. Beer 
cans, bags, food wrappers, and 
anything small enough to drop 
' is just that: dropped. The 
worst thing about it is that it's 
us, the students, who are the 
cause. We are to blame. 
I can understand the ab-
sence of spirit for Winthrop 
sports in light of student ties 
with Clemson and Carolina, but 
we should all care for the ap-
pearance of our own backyard. 
I'm not sure if some really 
don't care, or if it's due co a 
"let's get drunk and destroy 
something" mentality, but It 
should be an embarrassment to 
us all, especially when family 
is visiting. 
We should make an effort to 
refrain from destruction. We live 
together as a community. We 
work, leam, and change (hope-
fully) for the better here. It 
should remain a place of learn-
ing and receive the respect it 
deserves. 
If you give a damn, vote 
--5<Mf£ fvot. oecroes n> MVE A nxea&u:? 
By KAREN POLSON 
Special to TJ 
"Frankly my dear, I don't 
give a damn!" No, this isn't a 
review of "Gone With the 
Wind", but many people be-
lieve that this statement ex-
presses the attitudes of the stu-
dents here at Winthrop. This 
might explain why we usually 
don't have to stand In an eternal 
line to vote and why some 
campus officers aren't really 
elected, they're just unopposed. 
The reason for this, unfortu-
nately, is that students often 
feel that their vote doesn't 
matter and that their voice.isn't-
heard. This problem surfaces 
when less than one-third of the 
student body votes in campus 
elections; when an important 
campus office is tried for by 
only one candidate; and when 
students complain only to each 
other instead of the appropriate 
person. 
How should this situation be 
dealt with? Let's look briefly 
at elections-Senate elections. 
Many students don't vote in 
Senate elections because they 
feel that their vote won't have 
any drastic effect and even if it 
does, what drastic effect do the 
Senators have? In the past, des-
pite the low voter turnout, 
there have been some extremely 
close elections where every vote 
was crucial. This indicates that 
every vote does count. 
Once elected, Senators have a 
great deal of responsibility. This 
includes deciding which new stu-
dent organizations receive a 
charter; approving or rejecting 
decisions made by the Student 
Allocations Committee, which 
allocates $63,000 (to which you 
contribute when you pay your 
student activity fees each semes-
ter) to campus organizations; 
and making recommendations 
that reflect your feelings to the 
administration. To sum this up, 
Senate is spending your money, 
telling the cafeteria what you 
*vant to eat and deciding which 
clubs and organizations will be 
allowed to establish themselves 
on campus. 
If you think that any of these 
areas could use a little improve-
ment, why don't you run for 
Senate? If that's not possible, 
at least vote for someone who 
will represent your wishes. 
Senate elections are just one 
example of the many ways in 
which . you, a student, may 
make yourself heard. 
Well, once you take advan-
tage of the opportunity to voice 
.your feelings, natu?slly your 
next question will bo "Who 
cares'what I think?" Actually, 
many people care, if for no 
other reason than the fact that 
their job depends on whether 
or not the students here are 
pleased with life here at Win-
throp. 
For example, if life in the 
dorms was so bad that nobody 
wanted to live there, what 
would be the purpose of Hous-
ing? Because of this, and because 
most officials are genuinely con-
cerned about you, they would 
welcome your comments and 
suggestions on an individual 
basis. This isn't as forbidding as 
it souuds-personally, I have! 
round that housing, the cafe- . 
teria and even security offi-
cials were willing to help me 
out when I approached them. 
So dont just complain to your 
roommate-what can'he do? Talk 
to the appropriate person in-
stead. 
So what else should you, as 
a concerned and loyal student, 
do to show your concern? Keep 
in mind that you are important. 
The administration and student 
officers are all here to make life 
easier for you and they can't do 
this without knowing how you 
feel. To voice your feelings, run 
for an office here on canpus, or 
talk to these people (or write to 
tbem) and let them know your 
complaints and suggestions. 
Vote for people who will effec-
tively do this for you. If you 
dont fike the films showing on 
campus, join the films com-
mittee and make some improve-
ments. 
But above all, don't let every-
one go thinking that we, as stu-
dents. dont give a damn. 
TweiwsTDmi 
RNSWmfK)VM WSGNIT-I • 
Tomeimi 
SBNUlft 
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Disappointing student turnout 
By CORNELL POSTON 
TJ contributing editor 
I am comme/'ding those who 
helped make the Second Annual 
Rock Hill Hunger Run a success. 
There were several groups 
whose unselfish giving of time, 
support, and hard work con-
tributed to the prosperity of the 
event. 
First of all, I am commend-
ing the co-6ponsors, Star Paper 
Tube, Inc., and the Winthrop 
College Campus Ministry. Thank 
you for making the race an 
enjoyable experience. 
Secondly, I am commending 
the race coordinators, especially 
Dr. Edward Guettler, Chairman 
of the Mathematics Department, 
and Dr. David Rankin, Associate 
Professor of English. Their lead-
ership and organization ability 
was excellent. 
Thirdly, I am commending 
the campus cooperative minis-
try for providing volunteer help. 
The volunteers (made up mainly 
of Winthrop students) perform-
ed needed services, such as 
maintaining refreshment and 
"aid" stands, route direction for 
the runners, "splits" at one mile 
intervals, and encouragement. 
Thank you for offering your 
time and energy. 
Finally, I am commending 
the nearly 400 race partici-
pants. Proceeds from registra-
tion fees will benefit-two chari-
ties-the Interchurch Response 
for the Horn of Africa (75%) 
and the Rock Hill Girls' Relo-
cation Fund (25%). 
Yes, thanks to you and to 
those whom I may have neg-
lected to mention, the Hunger 
Run was a success. 
However, I am very dis-
appointed with the small num-
ber of students who partici-
pated in the run. Surely, with 
the large number of athletes, 
ex-athletes, and physical fitness 
enthusiasts attending Winthrop, 
a larger percentage would be stu-
dents. 
Unfortunately, that was not 
the case. Instead, most of 
those running were from out-
side the Rock Hill area, includ-
ing people who drove down 
from Charlotte. 
For students, driving dis-
tance was not a problem, be-
cause the race was centered »t 
Dinkins. The course was aot 
long (five miles) and was 
laid without a lot of varying 
terrain. 
So, I found it embarrassing 
not to see a larger number of 
fellow students running in an 
event that utilized our facilities 
and manpower. 
The fifth annual Eagle Run 
will be held Saturday, March 6 
(the last Saturday before spring 
break). This time I hope there 
will be a larger turnout of Win-
throp students. Sponsored by 
the SGA, the four-mile race will 
-be .centeisd. at. Dinkins. Most 
route will include the 
campus and the lake area at the 
shack. 
There is still time to prepare. 
The Eagle Run is exciting, the 
cost for a student to enter is 
minimal ($3.00) and the route is 
manageable. I should kncw-
I've run the route many times 
before. 
There will be many partici-
pants from the Rock Hill and 
Charlotte areas, but will there 
be many participants from Win-
throp? 
Students and faculty, let's re-
verse the small turnout from the 
last race and make tin a larger 
proportion of the field for this 
next race. 
Remember, this i i a 
Winthrop-sponsored event. 
Letters to TJ 
TJ welcomes letters to the 
editor on any topic related to 
Winthrop College. 
All letters to the editor must 
be signed by the author. We will 
omit the author's name upon 
request. 
Letters should be typed, h' 
possible, double spaced, on 55-
inch space line. 
Letters should be sub.nitted 
to Box 6800 or brought to 
TJ office in the Good Building. 
Letters must be received by 4 
p.m. Tuesday to appear in the 
following week's Issue. 
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1 wants to know . . . 
Should the academic calendar be 
changed to give students two 
weeks before Christmas and two 
weeks after Christmas for the 
vacation period? 
By TAMMIE UTSEY 
TJ photographer 
"Yes, it would give a persor, 
oore of a chance to find a job 
>ver the Christmas holidays." 
Kim Wilson 
freshman 
"No, I think it should re-
main the same, considering that 
most universities return to 
school earlier than Winthrop." 
Mary Mookie Thpmas 
sophomore 
"Yes, J think it avould make 
Christmas mocanelixed." 
Cateton' Zimmerman 
graduate student 
The Christmas break is not a 
traditional holiday to me, so I 
have no idea." 
Young Yi 
graduate student 
flf "If the Christmas break was 
changed it would make it easier 
to gee Christmas shopping 
done.;' 
Elaine Bo wen 
senior 
• If I 11 mi l 
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Hoping 'they only steal your television' 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-
It will be "devastating." At least 
that's what Gerald Roschwalb, a 
leading college lobbyist in Wash-
ington, D.C., thinks the student 
aid section of the sdministra-
tion's still-secret- 1983 federal 
budget proposal will be. 
The sense of foreboding is 
widespread here as rumors fly of 
what President Reagan will rec-
ommend for higher education 
when he presents his budget 
proposals the second week of 
February. 
Though no one outside the 
administration knows exactly 
what the education budget will 
be, the outlines presented in 
David Stockman's December 
budget suggestions and then in 
budget "compromises" leaked to 
the press have most college 
lobbyists here busily predicting 
doom for all federal student 
aid programs. 
In Stockman's proposals, two 
of the three campus-based stu-
dent aid programs-Supplemen-
tal Educational Opportunity 
Grants (SEOGs) and National 
Direct Student Loans (NDSLs)--
would be eliminated entirely. 
The third campus-based pro-
gram-College Work-Study-
would suffer a $150 million 
cut from 1982 appropriations. 
The State Student Incentive 
Grants program would also be 
ended under the Stockman pro-
posals. 
(Congress last year agreed to 
cancel Social Security benefits 
to students not enrolled in a 
college by May 1,1982.) 
Event has campus blacks in an uproar 
CINCINNATI, OH. (G'PS)-
While many colleges were cele-
brating the Rev. Martin Luther 
King Jr.'s birthday with mem-
orials and special events to 
honor the slain civil rights 
leader, a fraternity at the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati threw a 
"Second Ann UP! Martin Luther 
King Trash Party"--an even that 
has campus blacks in an up-
roar. 
"We look at it as much more 
than a fraternity prank," says 
Chris Mack, president of the 
United Black Association (UBA) 
on campus. "It was extremely 
racist and degrading for black 
people in general. We're asking 
for permanent suspension of the 
fraternity." 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the 
fraternity which hosted the 
party, has been suspended inde-
finitely from the university 
pending a full review of the 
event by the Inter-Fratemity 
Council. 
Members of SAE, reportedly 
the largest and most socially 
active fraternity on the 40,000-
student campus, are refusing to 
comment about the party. 
The fraternity promoted the 
January 17 event through flyers 
that were secretly distributed to 
selected students, fraternities, 
sororities, and members of the 
student government. 
"To gain entrance to this 
wonderful event you must bring 
one or more of the following," 
the flyer told students, going on 
to list such things as "a bucket 
of Kentucky Fried Chicken," 
"a radio bigger than your 
head," "a cancelled welfare 
check," or "a bottle of Afro-
Sheen." 
Since the promotion was sec-
ret, the university is still inves-
tigating the extent that other 
fraternities and sororities were 
involved in the party. Adminis-
trators suspect a similar party 
was held last year without com-
ing to the attention of the gen-
eral student population, as this 
year's party did. 
"I was appalled by the whole 
thing," says a member of the 
student government who de-
clined an invitation to the 
party. "I'm white, but I'm also 
Jewish, and I know that what 
happened could just as easily 
be done to me." 
According to reports by stu-
dents who attended the party, 
"It was one big evening of 
humiliating and mocking 
blacks." Many of the- people 
attending the party had black 
paint on their faces and were 
"mimicking outdated, stereo-
typed images of blacks ."sources 
say. Members of a local sorority 
reportedly attended the event 
dressed as members of the Ku 
Klux Klan. 
"We regret that the whole 
thing took place," comments 
Ken Service, spokesman for 
the university. 'Those kinds of 
actions do not meet the stan-
dards we expect as a univer-
sity. The fraternity has been 
officially suspended as a result 
of their actions. We felt ihat 
because of the nature of the 
offenses something had to be 
done right away." 
But black students are still 
infuriated over the event, and 
are worried that racist behavior 
on the campus is on the in-
crease. 
"We've been having quite a 
few problems lately," remarks 
UBA President Mack. For in-
stance, he says, films sv-h as 
"Birth Of A Nation" have be-
come popular on campus. Mack 
also says that blacks are not 
receiving enough cooperation 
from the administration or the 
student government. "Both 
groups are basically covering 
each other's behinds," Mack 
asserts. 
"I don't know what he ex-
pects," Service" responds. "The 
event is not typical of our 
school. Our Homecoming king 
and queen this year were both 
black. We are one of the three 
top universities in the country 
as far as retaining minority 
graduate students. We're doing 
all we can to let people know 
that we deplore what happened. 
I'm confident that the frater-
nity's suspension is going to 
(Continued on page 7) 
The two most popular aid 
programs-Guaranteed Student 
Loans (GSLs) and Pell Grants-
would also be changed, with 
appropriations cut by more than 
half. 
Administration budget chief 
Stockman also wants to end 
interest subsidies for GSLs, raise 
the loan origination fee from 
five to ten percent, and drop 
grad students from the pro-
gram. All other students would 
repay thefr loans at current 
market interest rates two years 
after leaving school. 
In all, Stockman proposed a 
$8 billion Dept. of Education 
budget, compared to the $8.4 
billion Education Secretary Ter-
rel Bell wanted. 
Under Congress' continuing 
budget resolution, the Education 
Dept. 1982 budget is $12.9 
billion. 
Immediately after Stockman 
released his proposals, Bell asked 
education lobbyists to help him 
persuade the president to re-
quest more money in the admin-
istration's final 1983.budget pro-
posal to Congress, which is due 
February 8. 
Reagan reportedly agreed to 
increase funding in some areas. 
Sources estimate the Wnite 
House will agree to a 20-30 per-
cent slash in Pell Grant funding, 
versus the 56 percent in the 
Stockman proposal. 
The White House also re-
portedly agreed to save NDSLs 
and SEOGs in some form. 
The truth won't be known 
until the administration delivers 
the proposals to Congress, but 
the rumors are enough to inspire 
forecasts of doom among college 
lobbyists. 
The budget, even after the re-
ported White House compro-
mises, would "clearly be a 
disaster for American higher 
education," the American 
Council on Education asserted in 
a recent letter requesting lobby-
ing help from college presi-
dents. 
The National Coalition of In-
dependent College and Univer-
sity Students called the budget 
proposals an "attack on the 
future of American higher edu-
cation." 
Reagan, says Roschwalb, who 
is lobbyist for the National 
Association of State Universi-
ties and Land-Grant Colleges, is 
(Continued on page 7) 
Colleges start classes again 
r 
BURGLER ALARMS 
PORTABLE DOOR TRIP ALARM 
THAT YOU CAN CARRY ANYWHERE. 
DELUX CHAIN BURGLER ALARM 
FOR WINDOWS OR DOORS. 
PERSONAL POCKET ALARMS 
(BATTERIES NOT INCLUDED) 
4.95 for each a I ana & 4% soles fox 
Send your order with payment to 
Jim & Lin's Gift Ideas 
P.O. Box 351 
Rock Hill, S.C. 29730 
(Continued from page 3) 
Southern colleges, usually ex-
empt from blizzards and ice 
storms, were also hit by frigid 
weather that extended as far 
south as the University of Flor-
ida at Tampa, where tempera-
tures dropped to the low 20's. 
"It caught us completely off 
guard," says Charles Johnson, 
director of the physical plant 
at Georgia Tech in Atlanta. 
"It came so fast that we simply 
were not able to handle It. Lots 
of pipes were bursting because 
our buildings simply aren't de-
signed to withstand sub-freezing 
temperatures." 
Louisiana State University 
postponed registration for three 
days because freezing weather 
cut off campus water supplies. 
"Our crews are still repairing 
broken pipes," laments Malcom 
Windham, asristant director of 
the LSU physical plant. 
"The noi+.hern schools were 
much better prepared for the 
weather," observes Paul Knapp, 
director of the Association of 
Physical Plant Administrators of 
Universities and Colleges. "In 
the northern climates they plan 
for cold weather, 'iut in the 
south you get a few inches of 
snow and things just shut 
down." 
Overall, students seem to be 
coping with the weather better 
than administrators. University 
health centers report that ill-
nesses and emergency room 
visits are running well below 
normal. 
"We're not sure whether 
it's the cold weather, but we're 
actually seeing fewer cases of 
illness than we had anticipated 
for this time of year," says Dr. 
Stephen Soboroff, director of 
student health services at the 
University of Illinois. "We've 
seen some v*ry n ild cases of 
frostbite, but nothing really, 
serious. We're keeping our fing-
ers crossed at this point." 
I STUDENT PPORTUNITIE 
We are looking for girls interested 
in being counselors - activity in-
structors in a private girls camp 
located in Hendersonville, N.C. 
Instructors needed especially in 
Swimming (WSI), Horseback 
riding, Tennis, Backpacking, 
Archery, C?noeing, Gymnastics, 
Crafts, Also Basketball, Dancing, 
Batcn, Cheerieading, Drama, Art, 
Office work, Camp err,ft, Nature 
study. If your school offers a 
Summer Internship program we 
will be glad to help. Inquires -
Morgan Haynes, P.O. Box 400C, 
Tiyon.N.C., 28782. 
3 £ 
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$1.75 
with WCID 
Free Delivery 
Sun.-Th. 
6:30-10:30 
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Every Sat. 3-6 
25c draft 
with W.C.I.D. 
THE OLIVE TREE 
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Repairs keep physical plant busy 
twd degrees, but we didn't have Culp safely assures that the 
as many unoccupied buildings as physical plant is alert for any 
we do this time." malfunction. -"We try to be 
Thfe damage in front of Phelps Dorm is one of the many places being repaired on campus due to 
severe weather. (TJ photo by 'Craig Tucker) 
Senate wants calendar pushed back 
By MARYANNE GROBUSKY 
TJ news reporter 
Numerous repairs due to the 
recent bout of severe weather 
kept the physical plant* crews 
busy over the holidays. 
Damages such as broken 
water lines and snow removal 
brought repairs totaling to 
$8,660.00. 
Bill Culp, director of the 
physical plant, explained that 
the majority of the broken 
water lines were due to a com-
bination of the winter storm 
and unoccupied buildings. 
"Since there were no students 
living in the buildings at the 
time and not using the facili-
ties, the pipes could easily freeze 
up." 
The bad weather created 
some first-time predicaments for 
the physical plant crews. Ac-
cording to Culp, this was the 
first year for maintenance "of 
the Wlnthrop Lodge under 
severe weather conditions. "We 
had to keep checking on that 
place for repairs, but luckily 
there weren't that many." 
Also, it was the first time 
that the weather caused two 
outside water pipes in West 
Thomson to burst. Culp ex-
plained that wind direction was 
a main contributor to the mis-
hap. 
Damaged sprinkler systems 
that automatically set off fire 
alarms brought four separate 
calls from the city fire depart-
ment. 
(Continued from page 6) 
stick, and at a sufficient level 
to make it clear that we will 
not tolerate that kind of ac-
tivity." 
Although the UC Student 
Senate condemned the "racist 
activities" and "acts of ignor-
ance" regarding the party, top 
members of the student govern-
ment are remaining silent on the 
issue. 
"I just do hot feel that it is 
our place to make a statement," 
says Guy Glaser, vice president 
of the student government. 
"What did happen was wrong 
and shouldn't have occurred. 
But the more you get involved 
in these types of things, the 
Hoping 'they 
(Continued from page 6) 
playing a "brilliant game" of 
politics by threatening such low 
funding that any increases 
gained in Congress will "seem 
like a great conquest, when in 
fact they are still enormous 
defeats." 
He likens it to thugs threaten-
ing to destroy a home and rape 
Th>> snow, needless to say, 
certainly contributed its share of 
the problems, too. Said Culp, 
"Our men had to shovel off the 
snow from behind the tor^lb on ' 
the tooa of Breazeale arid 
Roddey so that (the snow) 
would not leak water into the 
apartments." Culp added, how-
ever, that some of the student's. 
rooms did receive water damage. 
Although the crews worked 
overtime and received several 
callbacks, Culp highly praised 
their efforts. "We were real 
pleased and proud of the res-
ponse our crews showed. They 
worked in any capacity to meet 
the situation. Personnel was also 
right there, too." 
Most of the major repairs 
were made before students re-*" 
turned from Christmas break. 
Now, Culp said, just follow-up 
repairs such as insulating pipes 
are being made at the present 
time. 
The cost of the repairs were 
paid by maintenance funds. Culp 
added, "Some, of which may be 
covered by insurance." 
Asked if he could recall a 
time when the weather created 
such extensive damage, Culp re-
plied, "I'd have to say 1962. 
The temperature was wound 
the students' 
paper 
more trouble you cause. We 
represent a lot of people on 
this campus. A lot of people." . 
Black students suspect the 
fraternity's "power and influ-
ence on campus" may result in 
lenient punishment against the 
group, an action which they 
say would throw the campus 
into turmoil. 
"At this point, the situation 
is very tense," Mack says. "The 
3000 black students on this 
campus are very united. Should 
permanent suspension not be 
taken (against Sigma Alpha Ep-
silon), there will be some awful-
big protests. We are prepared to 
do whatever is necessary." 
the occupants, but who "only 
steal your television, so you 
think you got off easy." 
Even without the next round 
of aid cuts, colleges are still 
trying to cope with the cuts 
Congress has already approved. 
Dallas Martin of the National 
Within two years, Wlnthrop 
students may be beginning each 
semester a week earlier and 
getting out a week earlier. 
A recommendation suggesting 
the college push classes back a 
week was passed by Senate Wed-
nesday, February 3. Lynne 
Guest, who introduced the rec-
ommendation, said, 'T wanted 
to move everything back a 
week, giving us the same amount 
of time but just placing it dif-
ferently." 
The recommendation suggests 
that classes begin a week earlier 
in the fall and end two weeks 
before Christmas. Spring semes-
ter would begin two weeks 
after Christmas and end a week 
earlier than before. 
'The main reason I thought 
about it was for Christmas jobs 
for students," Guest said. The 
change in the academic calendar 
would give students more time 
to find Christmas and summer 
Association of Student Financial 
Aid Administrators is most con-
cerned about the end of student 
Social Security benefits. 
Ending the program "will 
only serve to enlarge the pool 
of students eligible for the 
other programs, a pot that's 
being reduced as well." 
jobs, she said. 
The academic calendar is set 
up by the president and vice-
provost with some input from 
the academic council, Charlie 
LeGrand, SGA vice-president, 
said. 
He said the calendar for 
summer school and next fall is 
already set. The academic calen-
dar revolves around summer 
schedules and the Winthrop-
Epicure Food Service contract. 
LeGrand said the summer of 
'82 is committed to camps and 
summer school schedules. The 
contract with Epicure is already 
fixed so Epicure can schedule 
food service and their em-
ployees. 
"We expressed our opinion 
as students that we'd like two 
weeks before and after Christ-
mas," LeGrand said. 
ready for most emergencies, 
everybody just pitches in and 
helps-that's our job." 
The recommendation has 
been sent to Tommy Mattox, 
SGA president and Winthrop 
President Charles B. Vail. Ac-
cording to LeGrand, the recom-
mendation cannot be vetoed be-
cause it is only stating the opin-
ion of the Senate. 
Douglas Studio 
Tatler Photographer 
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Color, Gold Tone 
Blacx & White 
Placement Photos 
10% discount-WC ID 
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Phone 327-2123 
314 Oakland Ave. 
James Parrish's 
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ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON 
HALL 
Remember that special some-
one with flowers 
221 Cherry Rd. Phone: 328-6205 
Blacks in an uproar 
only steal your television 
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Students to jump rope for heart patients 
By BETH ALLEN 
TJ feature reporter 
Dr. Charley Bowers and 
•Surrey Williamson are not only 
dedicated to teaching full-time 
here at Winthrop, but they are 
also putting a lot of hard work 
and many hours into coordina-
ting a Rope-A-Thon, a state-
wide event sponsored by the 
South Carolina Association for 
Health, Physical Education, Rec-
reation and Dance. 
The Rope-A-Thon, which will 
take place on March 27, 1982, 
Winthrop Day, is a three-hour 
rope relay event. Jump ropes 
will be given out to each team 
of six participants. Only one 
person on each team jumps at 
a time while the others keep 
Tack of the time. When the 
jumper tires another member of 
the team takes over. This con-
tinues for however long the 
members of the team wish, un-
til three hours, the maximum 
time limit, has been reached. 
Dr. Bowers explains, "Just as 
in any other type of a mara-
thon event, each person gets as 
many people as he can to spon-
sor him, by offering to give the 
team a certain amount of money 
for each minute it jumps. The 
money earned by th teams in 
the Rope-A-Thon will go to re-
search and to heart patients 
who cannot afford the expense 
of heart treatment." 
Dr. Bowers invites students, 
faculty, and campus organiza-
tions such as fraternities, sorori-
ties and dorms to participate in 
this upcoming event. 
Bowers gives several different 
reasons for participating in the 
Rope-A-Thon. "It will be a lot 
of fun, good exercise, and a way 
of competing with other organi-
zations on campus. We are offer-
ing a challenge awarded by 
various prizes to the organiza-
tions and teams who earn the 
most money. The person who 
earns twenty-five dollars will win 
a T-shirt. The person who earns 
fifty dollars will win a warm-up 
suit and the person who earns 
five hundred dollars will win a 
windbreaker. 
"Last year over ten thousand 
Calligraphy short course 
7 
Some /{fttiyite iXfrthng Exercises 
Wriii, 
These are examples of the writing styles now being taught in the 
calligraphy short course. 
By LEANNE SKIPPER 
TJ feature reporter 
A DSU short course in 
calligraphy is being taught on 
three consecutive Monday 
nights. The first class was Feb-
ruary 8 with classes continuing 
tonight and on February 22 at 
7:00 both nights. 
Course instructor Fred Pow-
ell said there is' room for fifteen 
students in the course and that 
there is no charge for the les-
sons. The type of callig/aphy 
being taught is the copperplate 
style, the kind of writing that is 
often seen on engraved items 
such as necklaces, bracelets, or 
other jewelry. It is also the 
forerunner of the cursive style of 
writing. — 
Powell defined calligraphy 
itself as writing or art lettering 
that is handsome or appears to 
be done by hand. 
Besides the copperplate style 
being taught, there are several 
other types of the decorative 
lettering demonstrated. These 
types include Gothic, black let-
ter, italic, and even a form of 
calligraphy used for the Chinese 
language. 
Powell also mentioned that in 
the past, all public documents 
and official papers were written 
in calligraphic style to make 
them appear more officious and 
ceremonious. Today, such 
papers as graduation diplomas, 
marriage licenses, certificates of 
award and merit, and others 
are printed in calligraphy to 
emphasize the importance of the 
documents themselves. 
Powell also said that in 
calligraphy there are details and 
mannerisms in the writing that 
greatly improve the quality. He 
said he hoped to be able to teach 
some of these details in the third 
lesson. He said these were im-
portant to make the writing 
appear more as an art form. 
"Handwriting can be an art 
just as paintings and sculptures 
can be considered pieces of 
art." 
people in the state of South 
Carolina participated in the 
Rope-A-Thon. The people 
ranged in age from elementary 
school age to college age. Also 
last year only the physical edu-
cation organizations were in-
volved; this year we hope to 
have all different kinds of or-
ganizations and people par-
ticipate." 
On February 18, 1982, the 
National Skip-It Team from 
Greenville, S.C. will be coming 
to Winthrop to entertain any-
one who wishes to attend by 
performing all kinds of tricks, 
partner jumping, and demon-
strating different styles of jump 
roping. 
Dr. Bowers adds, "The Rope-
A-Thon should be a good time. 
We hope to have a disc-jockey, 
refreshments, and good weather. 
This event is good exercise, a 
good way to help your fellow 
man, and a good way to spend a 
Saturday afternoon." 
Dr. Charlie Bowe.o, a driving 
force behind Winthrop's up-
coming Rope-A-Thon. (TJ 
photo by Tammie Utsey) 
What's Cooking 
Monday 
Lunch- Spaghetti with Meat Sauce 
Pork Chow Mein 
Dinner- Roast Turkey and Dressing 
Grilled Salmon Croquette 
Grilled Liver and Onions 
Tuesday 
Lunch- Filet OTish Sandwich 
Old Fashioned Beef Stew and Combread 
Dinner- Baked Sliced Ham 
Mock Wellington 
Steamed Com Beef and Cabbage 
Wednesday 
Lunch- Bar B Que Sandwich 
Grater Tater Casserole 
Dinner- STEAK DINNER SPECIAL 
Thutsday 
Lunch- Hoagies 
Beef Curry with Rice 
Dinner- Fried Chicken 
Swedish Meatballs 
Pancakes and Sausages 
Friday 
Lunch- Grilled Cheese with Chilibeans 
Chicken Ferlc Casserole 
Dinner- Sliced Roast Beef au jus 
Ham Omelet 
Saturday 
Lunch- Chicken Filet Sandwich 
Shrimp and Fried Rice 
Dinner- Grilled Pork Chops 
Baked Stuffed Peppers 
Sunday 
Lunch- Baked Sliced Ham 
Beef Stroganoff over Buttered Egg Noodles 
Dinner- Spanish Macaroni 
Grits-Eggs-Sausages 
Chicken Salad Sandwiches 
Epicure reserves the right to make last-minute changes in 
its menu. 
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CUP now four-year program 
intervie?.'. 
The first two years of the 
curriculum involve preprofes-
sional and prerequisite courses. 
The junior year presents the 
student with professional 
courses including clinical exper-
iences at health care and food 
service facilities. The senior year 
then gives the student advanced 
clinical experiences in the Green-
ville Hospital System and com-
munity agencies. 
According to CUP Student 
Coordinator Jimmie Williamson, 
originally a student would study 
fpr four, years, then a fifth year 
would be spent on-site, followed 
by the exam for Registered 
Dietician. Now, the exam may 
be taken upon completion of a 
Bachelor's Degree. 
Following the completion of 
Jimmie Williamson, student 
coordinator for the Coordinated 
Undergraduate Program. (TJ 
photo.by Tammie Utsey) 
3y JOHN B. GANNON 
'PJ feature editor 
The Coordinated Undergrad-
uate Program (CUP) has been 
reduced from a five-year pro-
gram to one lasting only four 
years, allowing the student to 
complete his degree at the same 
time as his peers, rather than 
a year later. 
Any student majoring in Gen-
eral Dietetics may apply for the 
program no earlier than the end 
of his sophomore year. The 
student then may be accepted 
by a committee to enter the 
program on the basis of an over-
all GPR of 2.5, completion of 
the prerequisites for professional 
courses, completion of applica-
tions, passing a physical exam-
ination, and having a personal 
the program, the student is the* 
eligible for membership in the 
American Dietetics Association. 
There are presently nine Win-
throp students who are in their 
final year and are doing their 
on-site work: "Katie Zidlicky, 
bourne Joye, Sonja Kassis, 
Karen Healy, Julie Jackson, 
Mary Duee, Jo Anna Courriher, 
Sandy Buchanan, and Ann-
Marie Desourde. One day each 
week they are instructed by 
Winthrop facyity '£& the Green-
ville Technical Colics0 and spend 
three more full days working 
under the supervision of pro-
fessions! uJeucisns at various 
Greonrille hospitals, said Senior 
Student Dietician Katie Zidlicky 
in a letter to the School of 
Consumer Science and Allied 
Professions. 
She added that one semester 
is focused on the administra-
tive area of dietetics, and the 
other on the clinical aspects of 
dietetics. 
Winthrop's CUP Coordinator 
is Ms. Sandra Hallett. She can 
be reached at 2101 if any stu-
dent desires more information 
on the OJP. 
By RON CHEPESIUK 
Special to TJ 
A few weeks ago the Emer-
ald Isle was snow white, caught 
in the worst weather condition 
in over fifty years. There was no 
warning. The Irish went to bed 
and the next day awoke to see a 
driving snowstorm, more appro-
priate in an area of the world 
conditioned to arctic tempera-
tures. 
The results have been total 
havoc. For four days Ireland 
stood still. Cars were aban-
doned; businesses closed; most 
people stayed at home. Tread-
ing down the ice slip streets to 
the shopping districts, a pedes-
trian soon empathized with the 
Poles. Stores quickly became 
depleted of milk, bread, and 
other essentials, and long queues 
of anxious but patient shoppers 
formed each day. 
Before you think that this 
must be quite normal for a 
country located somewhere bet-
ween Ireland and the British 
Isles, cme misconception must 
be laid to rest. Ireland is not a 
cold place. It is blessed with a 
moderate climate caused by the 
warm Gulf Stream which some-
how manages to reach its shores. 
In the Dingle Penninsula lo-
cated in the southwest comer 
of the island, there are even 
palm trees and vegetation simi-
lar to what one would find in a 
sub-tropical ciimate. 
Seldom does it reach zero 
and that is even with strong 
prevailing winds. And yet Birr 
(no pun intended) in the mid-
lands reached a temperature of 
minus 14 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Blessed by St. Patrick and 
shamrock luck, Ireland has 
somehow managed to escape the 
blizzards which sweep the wes-
tern hemisphere at this time of; 
the year. Indeed, the Irish 
weathermen seeing the ominous 
signs forming off the coast, 
closed their eyes and hoped 
once again that the storm would 
pass the country by. 
The Irish reacted with their 
characteristic Irishness. One na-
tive gritted with typical Gaelic 
third person plural: "They got 
what they deserved." 
The average Irishman tends to 
blame the government from bad 
bets placed a1, the greyhound 
racetrack to tLs high cost of a 
pint of Guinnvss stout. This 
time was no txception. The 
government was Vterally caught 
with its shirt off. The Prime 
Minister and other top govern-
ment officials cut short their 
holidays in. the. Canary Islands to 
fly back and take charge of the 
emergency situation. 
Actually, they could have 
taken time to finish their sun-
tans. Irish characteristics two 
and three: Chronic but reliable 
unpreparedness and the willing-
ness to let heaven provide. 
The city government did not 
have one single snow plough 
or any specialized equipment to 
deal with tba snow and ice. 
Radio appeals were made to the 
public, requesting anyone with a 
tractor or other form of moving 
equipment to go out and give* 
the city workers a hand. 
Complicating the situation is 
the fact that Ireland 's essen-
tially a rural country. But in all 
the South of Ireland there are 
only seven helicopters. They 
went from dawn to dusk, drop-
ping food to isolated places and 
whisking off rural patients to the 
hospital. 
Incredibly, given these appal-
ling emergency conditions, few 
people died. Because fifty per-
cent of all livestock graze in 
the open field all the year round 
far from the homestead, huge 
losses of sheep and cattle are 
expected. 
In the wake of the storm, 
there was much discussion in 
Dublin, over the way the authori-
ties reacted to the situation. 
Charges of incompetency and 
ineptness have filled the news-
paper. Many Dubliners', how-
ever, simply shrug their should-
ere and resign themselves to the 
chaos and inefficiency which 
pervades Irish society-
After all, things could have 
been worse. The record floods 
which everyone expected, did 
not materialize. 
Education grads get jobs in majors 
die studente 
paper 
The great Irish snow storm 
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-Students' chances of land-
ing a managerial, professional or technical job immediately 
after graduation are better if they major in the health 
sciences, education or engineering, according to a new 
study by the National Center for Education Statistics 
(NCES). 
The NCES also found that, for the first time, women 
with bachelor* degrees in those fields stood about the 
same chance as men to get the higher-paying white collar 
jobs offered after graduation. 
Jeff Johnson, a Winthrop employee living in Rock Hill, figures out where he's supposed to go next 
as he makes ids deliveries across the campus. (TJ photo by Tammie Utsey) 
"Surely IH get a hole-in-one today!" Eddie Hargett, a junior 
from Chester, seems to say as he practices his golfing talent. 
(TJ photo by Tammie Utsey) 
spores 
Brown's USC association 
isn't good for Winthrop 
Many of you might have heard about the firing of head 
coach Pam Paisons from the University of South Caro-
lina's women's basketball team recently, amid rumois the 
dismissal involved a lesbian affair with a player. 
Karen Brown, head coach of the Winthrop women's 
basketball team, was the assistant coach at South Carolina 
prior to accepting the Winthrop job. 
What effect will the incident have of Brown and Win-
throp athlef'.cs? 
The firing of Parsons received national publicity when it 
appeared in SPORTS ILLUSTRATED magazine and there-
fore Brown has become associated with the incident. 
Brown has been quoted in both SPORTS ILLUS-
TRATED and in THE STATE newspaper regarding the 
situation. 
According to SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, Brown hired a 
detective to find out if the former head coach was violating 
any recruiting regulations, and after Brown was sure Parsons 
was breaking regulations, the Winthrop coach confronted 
then- Athletic Director Jim-Carton and USC Vice President 
of Athletics William F. Putnam with the evidence. But at 
this time nothing was done. 
Brown made the decision to come to Winthrop and take 
the head coaching position. 
Women's basketball will suffer because of the incident 
but what is not yet hiown is to what degree it vfill be hurt. 
Along with that is the question of whether or not Winthrop 
will be hurt by it. 
Brown's name has been associated with Parsons and 
therefore the situation couldn't have helped her career. 
I approached Brown in the effort of getting her opinion 
on the incident. Brown refused to talk, saying, 'They don't 
want me to say anymore." 
She wasn't clear on who "they" were and toft it to my 
imagination. 
An insici* source said Athletic Director Nield Gordon 
was upset .t Brown * for commenting about Parsons in 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED and in THE STATE. 
What does matter is that Brown was put on the spot by 
the incident, and regretfully, along with her so was Win-
throp College. - ' 
J. D. Stanley 
Eagle Scoreboard 
Women s basketball is 12-9 
Women's coach, Karen Brown gives her players instructions 
during a time out in a recent game. (TJ photo by Craig Tucker) 
With last Monday night's 
67-59 win over Presbyterian Col-
lege, the Lady Eagles extended 
their record to 12-9 with a little 
over two weeks to play. 
Janet Dykton, a 5'6" fresh-
man from Sutland, Md., tod the 
Eagles with 21 points and 8 
assists. Janet Frederick, a sopho-
more, chipped in 20 . points as 
the Eagles coasted to their 
third consecutive victory. 
'That was a good win," 
said first year coach Karen 
Brown. "We are playing well 
right now, but we have some 
tough games ahead of us." 
Upcoming foes include Fur-
man University tonight in Sulli-
van Junior High Gym at 5:30, 
Erskine College in Due West on 
Thursday, a home date against 
Belmont Abbey at 7:00 Satur-
day, and a season-ending jour-
ney next Thursday to play the 
Indians of Newberry College. 
"We have a tough road ahead 
of us," states Brown, "but if we 
play as well as we can, then I 
think that we will do all right." 
Men's basketball holds 8th spot 
The Winth op College men's 
basketball tearA is drawing closer 
to ihe en d of regular season and 
the (.'a' offe. Tht Eagles hold 
the number eight spot in the 
league with only two games 
remaining. 
The top eight teams in the 
district will advance to the play-
offs, and to be assured of a play-
off birth Winthrop will have to 
win their remaining games and 
hope for the best. 
The Eagles record as of 
Feb. 10 stands at 18-11 with 
Lander holding the seventh spot 
with a 16-9 mark. 
Also in front of Winthrop 
are USC-Aiken, Newberry, Lime-
stone, Coastal Carolina, USC-
Spartanburg, and College of 
Charleston, leading the division 
with a 19 ? overall record. 
Tiie Winthrop squad will face 
Francis Marion tonight at Sulli-
van High and will battle it out 
with Erskine on the road to 
finish up the regular season. 
In a recent outing against 
Presbyterian College (9-14) Win-
throp fought to a close 81-77 
•victory. Charlie Brunson tod the 
Eagles with 31 points and 10 
rebounds, followed by Mike 
Gaither with 22 points. 
Date Opponent Time /Score 
Men's Basketball 
Jan. 16 
Jan. 21 
Jan. 24 
Jan. 25 
. Jan. 28 
Jan. 30 
Feb. 2 
Feb. 4 
Feb. 6 
Feb. 8 
Feb. 11 
Feb.13 
Feb.15 
Feb. 18 
Feb. 23 
Women's Basketball 
at USC-Aiken won 97-90 
at Presbyterian College lost 64-62 
at Coastal Carolina College won 63-56 
Warren Wilson College won 76-62 
at Wingate College won 60-56 
Limestone College lost 64-61 
at Francis Marion College won 59-57 
Erskine College won 78-69 
at Wofford College lost 63-66 
Presbyterian won 81-77 
at Limestone College 7:30 
Wofford (Homecoming) 7:30 
Francis Marion College 7:30 
at Erskine College 8:00 
NAIA DISTRICT 6 PLAYOFFS TBA 
Jan. 16 at USC-Aiken lost 57-62 
Jan. 18 Francis Marion College lost 76-84 
Jan. 21 at Presbyterian College won 83-52 
Jan. 23 at Coastal Carolina College won 6449 
Jan. 30 Wofford College won 8046 
Feb. 2 at Francis Marion College lost 89-61 
Feb. 4 Erskine College won 84-73 
Feb. 8 Presbyterian College won 67-59 
Feb. 11 Winthrop Invitational TBA 
Feb. 15 Furman University 5:30 
Feb. 18 at Erskine College 5:30 Sports Information Director Andy Solomon discusses matters with Presbyterian College's statistian Stacy Fletcher. (TJ photo by Craig Tucker) 
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Nancy Archer, sophomore from Burtonville, Md., shoots in a re-
cent game against Pr'.byterian College. (TJ photo by Craig 
Four players receive honors for soccer 
Can he catch and chew at the same time? Eddie Eargle, senior first baseman, attempted it last week 
it practice. (?J photo by Tammie Utsey) 
Carlos Gonzalez was recently named to the NAIA academic All-American team. Carlos shows here 
how he is able to carry a 3.85 grade point ratio. (TJ photo by Tammie Utsey) 
Preview of softball season 
By JOSHUA I. BAKER 
TJ sports reporter 
With eight starters back from 
last year's 29-6 softball squad, 
Eagle coach Elaine Mozingo has 
high aspirations for this year's 
youthful team. 
Last season, the Eagles com-
pleted their most successful year 
ever, as the 29 victories repre-
sented the most in Winthrop's 
softball history, and their sec-
ond place finish in the state was 
also the best ever. 
"Trying to duplicate last 
year's success will be hard " 
said Mozingo, who in her 
third year at WintLrop, "but I 
think with the new additions we 
have made and the experience 
that our young players gained, 
we should do just as well." 
Heading the pitching corps 
this year will be sophomore 
Darlyn Alexander of Totowa, 
N.J. Last season Alexander 
marked an incredible 22-5 slate, 
as she accounted for all but 
-seven wins in the 1981 season. 
For added strength, Mozingo 
will have freshman Paige Michols 
on hand as well as Lynn 
Baulknight. 
"Michols and Baulknight will 
be able to give us strength at 
pitching," says Mozingo. "This 
should take some of the load off 
of Alexander, and hopefully give 
us a better bull pen than be-
foie." 
Melodye Witherspoon from 
Lancaster leads the returning 
hitters. Witherspoon batted .480 
last season and had 3 homeruns 
and 1Q triples. Sophomore 
Nancy Archer who batted .374 
and Robin Camlin with a .273 
average are also back and will 
give the Eagles plenty of power. 
Michols has an excellent bat, 
and will be looked to for extra 
strength. 
"The attitude this season is 
tremendous," remarks Mozingo. 
'The team is working as hard as 
they ever had, and we are ex-
pecting a really big year." 
By LENNIE PHILYAW ally in final goalkeeping statis-
TJ sports reporter .• was named to the NAIA's 
All Area team. Bowen was an 
A highly ' successful 1981 honorable mention All-American 
Winthrop College soccer team is and made the ISAA's first-team 
now experiencing a prosperous all South team. Bob wts also on 
post season with four players the All-District 6 squad. 
receiving individual honors. J 
Rusty Theinert, a sophomore 
Carlos Gonzalez, Bob Bowen, from Jamesburg, NJ. ".as named 
Rusty Theinert, and Allen Alma- to the ISAA^ second team AU 
guer hfiVe reaped awards since South squad, and was on the 
Winthrop's soccer team ended its NAIA At Area team. Theinert 
season. The team had a 15-6 also made the All District team, 
record that ranked them third in The 170 pound fullback was the 
the southeast and kept it in mainstay for the Winthrop de-
the NAIA top twenty nation- fense collecting seven saves for 
ally for most of the:season. the year. 
Carlos Gonzalez, a 5'-6", 
160 pound senior who holds 
the school's all-time scoring rec-
ord, was named to the 
NAIAfc academic All-American 
team. It is the first time any 
player from Winthrop, in any 
sport, has been named to this 
team. Gonzalez had a 3.85 
grade point ratio in Business 
Administration. He was also 
named- to the NAIAS All Area 
first team, with an honorable 
mention to its All American 
team. The ISA A (Intercolle-
giate Soccer Association of Am-
erica) named Gonzalez to its 
All-South team and District 6 
named him to the All District 
team. 
Bob Bowen, who set a school 
record with 35 career shutouts 
and was ranked sixth nation-
Alex Almaguer was yet 
another defensive standout for 
Winthrop. Like his teammates, 
uonzalez and Bowen, Almaguer 
played high school soccer at 
Hialeah-Miami Lakes High. The 
155 pound fullback was named 
to the All District 6 team for 
his play during the 1981 season 
in which he collected two goals, 
two assists, and three saves. 
Coach Casada stated that the 
1981 Winthrop soccer team col-
lected more honors than any 
past team from Winthrop. Not 
only was the 1981 team success-
ful in the District 6 area, but it 
also received nationwide recog-
nition when it was ranked 
nationally for the first time in 
the history of the Winthrop 
soccer program. 
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of Charleston and 
Marion has only three 
ind the state Tech board 
one, Bos tic said. 
Fire drills conducted 
Bostic speaks about Blacks 
Court expands dorm search power 
The governing board of S.C. 
State College has only four 
blacks, the state college board 
which governs Lander 
College   
Francis 
blacks, a 
has only 
(CPS)—Campus police have 
essentially the same rights as 
off-campus officers when it 
comes to conducting searches 
without warrants of student 
dorm rooms, according to a re-
cent ruling by the U.S. Supreme 
Court. 
Le.ss than a week after the 
ruling, campus police at Middle-
bury College in Vermont search-
ed several students' dorm rooms 
for copies of a secret memo that 
named a student involved in a 
campus plagiarism case. 
Elections 
(Continued from page 1) 
The apartments, Winthrop 
Lodge, and day students vote at 
Dinkins. 
All students will need WC ID 
to vote. 
The students whose rooms 
were searched are considering 
filing an invasion-of-privscy law-
suit against the college's admin-
istration. 
The administration had mis-
takenly sent the memo to mem-
bers of a student-faculty group. 
Dean Steven Rockefeller ordered 
the college police to retrieve the 
memo, and "they got over-
zealous in carrying out my or-
der." 
The January Supreme Court 
case began with similar charges 
of over-zealousness of a Wash-
ington State University security 
guard. 
The incident occurred in 
1979, when the WSU officer 
saw student Carl Overdahl leav-
ing his dorm building holding a 
bottle of gin. When he was 
stopped, Overdahl explained his 
identification was in his dorm 
room. The officer then accom-
panied Overdahl up to the 
room, where he spied a mari-
South Carolina has a "very 
good and diverse higher educa-
tion system," and there are 
numerous opportunities for 
blacks in the state, Bostic said 
in commenting on opportunities 
juana pipe. The guard also found 
other drugs in the room when 
Overdahl and his roommate 
waived their rights, and consent-
ed to a search. . . 
Overdahl subsequently claim- *or blacks in business, 
ed he should not have been 
charged with drug possession 
because the search had been 
conducted without a warrant. 
The Supreme Court Said in 
its ruling that the Washington 
case was "a classic instance of 
incriminating evidence found in 
plain view" during the officer's 
'lawful access to "an individ-
ual's area of privacy." 
Although campus law en-
forcement officials said they 
were pleased with the ruling, it 
will not significantly change how 
campus police conduct business, 
says James McGovem, director 
of the International Association 
of Campus Law Enforcement 
Administrators. 
Preparation and training for a 
career, knowledge of personal 
goals, both short and long 
term, enthusiasm to work for 
business, and a willingness to 
help other people are four 
(TJ photo Dr. James Bostic. 
by Tammie Utsey) 
Faculty show selections 
The intimate gallery in the Rutledge Building will show 
selections from private collections by Winthrop faculty 
through Thursday, February 25. 
Included in the selections will be work from such in-
ternationally and nationally known artists as Stuart Davis, 
Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Picasso, Leger, Adam, Colescott and 
Shahn. THE JOHNSONIAN stated incorrectly last week, 
"The Intimate Gallery will show works by faculty mem-
bers and selections by such internationally and nationally 
known artists as Picasso, Stuart Davis, Yasuo Kuniyoshi 
and Adamm Colescott." 
Fire drills at Winthrop Col-, 
lege have been conducted re-
cently by the physical plant. 
Fire drills are a safety pre-
caution used along with fire ex-
tinguishers, lighted exits, and 
fire doors. Once each year the 
state fire inspector checks all 
Winthrop buildings and makes 
recommendations for things 
needed to make"" the buildings 
less susceptible to fire. Also, 
twice a year fire extinguishers 
are inspected and rechargc-d. 
Buildings are classified by 
the material that they are made 
of. Bob Williams, public safety 
officer, said, "One building is 
usually no more fire resistant 
than another; for example, Kate 
Wofford is classified as all con-
crete, but once the beds and 
bureaus are put in the rooms 
the chances of fire are in-
creased." 
Fire drills are planned by 
Ben Roach and Bill Culp of 
the physical plant, and all fire 
drills are carried out by Win-
throp personnel. 
In the case of a real fire 
students should call security, 
and security will call the Rock 
Hill Fire Department. Williams 
said, "In the case of fire, our 
first concern is getting e-eryone 
out of the building and calling 
the fire department." 
Buildings at Winthrop must 
have fire extinguishers, illu-
minated exit signs and fire 
doors. The state fire inspector 
checks extinguishers, circuit 
breakers and makes sure fire 
doors are closed and kept 
closed. 
After the state fire inspector 
checks the buildings, a report is 
sent to President Charles Vail 
stating any discrepancies found 
and Williams is in charge of 
correcting these. 
By TERRISWAILS tips Bostic believed to be im-
TJ news reporter portant in getting a job. 
Pi Kappa Phi's and Zeta's get 
into the spirit of homecoming 
by building floats. DZ even went 
to the extreme to protect their 
float 24 hours a day Wednesday 
through Saturday. What time did 
the sun rise, giris? (TJ photos 
by Craig Tucker and Tammie 
Utsey) 
Winthrop students will be 
directly affected by the de-
segregation plan established for 
colleges last year by the Depart-
ment of Education. 
Dr. James Bostic, chairman 
of the S.C. Commission on 
Higher Education, spoke on the 
desegregation of state supported 
colleges and on opportunities 
for blacks in business. 
The desegregation plan was 
set up to recruit more white 
students at predominantly black 
schools and more black students 
at predominantly white schools, 
Bostic said. The plan also in-
cludes the need to hire more 
blacks in faculty and staff and to 
increase black representation on 
governing boards of universities 
and colleges, he said. 
Blacks face two difficulties 
in business, he said. The first one 
is being unwilling to accept 
responsibility that goes along 
with the job. The other diffi-
culty is being unwilling to give 
a greater commitment to the 
company, according to Bostic. 
Two points Bostic stressed 
were opportunities for blacks 
are greater than ever and that 
age is not going to hold people 
back. 
